Introduction {#sec1}
============

CRISPR and CRISPR-associated (Cas) nuclease systems localize to and cleave genomic DNA (gDNA) at a specific sequence with unprecedented efficiency that might enable clinical application.[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4] Once the DNA target has been cleaved, DNA damage-response pathways and DNA repair processes are activated to ensure that the break sites are quickly and adequately repaired. In some cases, DNA resection and end ligation influence the generation of insertions and deletions (indels) that can lead to genetic disruption through the error-prone process of nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ). If an appropriate single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) or double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) repair template is present, then a different type of repair could take place. In aggregate, this form of repair has been termed homology-directed repair (HDR) because it relies on the genetic information provided by the donor DNA template to mend the break site.[@bib5] In the normal lifespan of an organism, HDR occurs during and as a result of meiosis with sister chromatids crossing over or providing genetic information to repair a damaged site;[@bib6] it is presumably error free. In human gene editing, it is anticipated that these HDR pathways will direct gene repair at a specific site and correct a genetic mutation.

Gene editing reactions rely on the stable binding of the gRNA to the chromosome site destined for cleavage and place the CRISPR/Cas complex in homologous alignment. For that reason, specific base pairing is essential in forming a stable complex proximal to a proto-spacer adjacent motif (PAM).[@bib7] Previous data have suggested that gRNA activity is diminished when alterations are located approximately 4 to 13 bases adjacent to the PAM.[@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10] Sequence variation within the gRNA can enable both alternative cleavage activity and error-prone HDR at mismatched DNA binding sites if a suitable donor DNA template is present in the reaction. These studies suggest that CRISPR/Cas complexes can execute cleavage in the presence of imperfect or mismatched binding sites. A recent in-depth analysis suggested that genetic variance can alter CRISPR/Cas9 on-site targeting specificity.[@bib11] Thus, genetic variation among and within populations[@bib12] has the potential to modify CRISPR/Cas activity, particularly when there is imperfect (mismatched) sequence alignment between the gRNA and the target site. The importance of this problem can be illustrated by information gained from the 100,000 Genome Project, which has identified between 2,100 and 2,500 variants within an individual genome, including large deletions, insertions, point mutations, and inversions.[@bib13]^,^[@bib14] Sequence diversity within a population also has the potential to eliminate normal target sites and/or create unwanted target sites that can enable erroneous gene editing activity. This error-prone HDR involves the creation of aberrant insertions or deletions at the target site.

We have been analyzing gene editing in a cell-free *in vitro* system that affords us the opportunity to visualize the entirety of all genetic outcomes from a reaction. We expand these studies by analyzing how sequence heterology between the gRNA and the target site influences the frequency of precise HDR or error-prone HDR, which we define as indel formation. The focus has been primarily on understanding the mechanism of action and regulatory parameters surrounding the CRISPR Cas12a gene editing complex, particularly with regard to its tolerance for heterologous binding affinity. Our results demonstrate that HDR reactions not only proceed in the presence of mismatched DNA alignment, but also, under the right conditions, error-prone HDR can be promoted. Collateral genomic modification as a function of CRISPR-directed gene editing should raise caution about the widespread use of this technological approach in populations with diverse genetic backgrounds.

Results {#sec2}
=======

The effectiveness of CRISPR/Cas as a therapeutic agent is highly dependent on the alignment of the gene editing complex in perfect register with the target site. Altered or improper DNA hybridization is likely to limit success, as activity at misaligned pairing sites undoubtedly leads to mutagenesis. Whereas algorithms can assist in the design of the most efficient and precise gene editing tools, there is very limited information as to the functional consequences of CRISPR/Cas activity at imperfect binding sites even with optimal ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes. We know that the degree of mismatch between the target site and the gRNA sequence can affect the efficiency of DNA cleavage executed by the CRISPR/Cas complex.[@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10]^,^[@bib15] Therefore, we took the next step by analyzing the functional consequences of this imperfect binding. We used an *in vitro* gene editing system, which incorporates an RNP designed to cleave the DNA at a designated site and a mammalian cell-free extract to catalyze both NHEJ and HDR in a single-reaction mixture. Single-stranded donor DNA fragments served as the repair template for precise HDR and imprecise genetic modifications (indels).[@bib16]^,^[@bib17] We had previously demonstrated that double-stranded DNA templates are less efficient in the *in vitro* system, particularly in reactions where HDR is the desired outcome; however, they serve as efficient donors when multiple CRISPR/Cas complexes are used.[@bib16] This system allows us to visualize the wide array of products generated by CRISPR/Cas activity on target DNA.[@bib18] As shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A, plasmid DNA is cleaved by an RNP composed of the appropriate gRNA and a Cas9 or Cas12a nuclease. After cleavage, the plasmid DNA is recovered, and the gene editing reaction is initiated by the addition of the cell-free extract and the donor DNA template. Plasmid DNA is recovered once more, transformed into bacteria, and isolated after genetic readout in bacteria. The DNA sequence analysis provides a profile of unaltered and altered DNA sequences at the target site. The readout system represents an array of products that were successfully transformed, since a single plasmid transforms a single bacterial cell and generates a unique colony.Figure 1Gene Editing Assay System(A) Cas12a or Cas9 nuclease is combined with its appropriate gRNA to form the ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex. After Cas12a/Cas9 RNP has been constructed, plasmid DNA is added to the reaction. DNA is recovered by silica spin columns, and then single-stranded ODN and cell-free extract are added to the reaction. The DNA is recovered once more by silica spin columns and undergoes bacterial transformation. The colony readout is observed the following day, and the colonies can further be analyzed by Sanger sequencing. The total duration of the *in vitro* reaction takes approximately 16 h to complete. (B) Cas12a and Cas9 gRNAs are illustrated below the wild-type *lacZ* sequence showing overlap between the two gRNAs at the 1364 cut site. Cas12a creates a staggered double-stranded (ds)DNA break shown by a staggered red line, whereas Cas9 creates a blunt-ended dsDNA break illustrated by a dotted black arrow. The 1364 sense strand and 1364 nonsense strands are located in the diagram to their complementary sequences of the *lacZ* gene. (C) A wild-type dsDNA fragment is represented at the top, which divides Cas9 and Cas12a reactions. (Left) Cas9, creating a single, blunt-ended dsDNA cut shown with a bold red line. A complementary ssDNA donor fragment of the sense or nonsense polarity will serve as a template containing an 8-base *Not*I restriction enzyme site to repair the break site. (Right) Cas12a creates a staggered dsDNA cut, causing a 5-base pair, 5′ overhang, illustrated by the staggered red arrow. After the dsDNA break occurs, the sense strand or the nonsense single-stranded donor fragment will serve as a template to incorporate the 8-base pair *Not*I restriction enzyme site. When nonhomologous end joining occurs, insertions represented by black triangles, deletions represented by dotted boxes, or wild-type DNA sequences result. When homology-directed repair occurs, the *Not*I site is incorporated on one side of the DNA precisely, and then this strand becomes the template to repair the other strand by replication machinery.

We took a decidedly reductionist approach and recreated the mismatched binding between the gRNA of the RNP complex and the DNA target site in a validated model system. The beta galactosidase gene (*lacZ*) was targeted because it provides us the opportunity to measure the complete array of gene editing products through a simplified genetic readout system. We designed our RNP complex to induce DNA cleavage at position 1364, which if altered, leads to a blue to white color change. [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B exhibits the coding region of the *lacZ* gene, the 1364 cut sites for both Cas9 and Cas12a nucleases, and the two single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides (ODNs) serving as donor fragments; [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the relationship of the *lacZ* gene within the pHSG299 plasmid. The donor DNA templates are shown above their region of complementarity and designated as 1364-NS to illustrate that the donor is identical to the nonsense strand and that 1364-S is identical to the sense strand of the target plasmid. Both donor templates span the same length of DNA and contain an 8-base *Not*I restriction site in the center, flanked by homology arms; one arm contains a 35-base stretch of DNA complementarity upstream (leftward), and the other contains 27 bases of complementary downstream (rightward). If successful and depending on which ODN is used, either the homolog or complement will be introduced into the top or bottom strand, and the repaired strand will then act as a template (after a second round of replication), generating a novel restriction site not previously present in pHSG299. Previous work has screened gene editing activity by *Not*I restriction enzyme digestion via gel electrophoresis.[@bib17]^,^[@bib18] The experimental plan was to utilize CRISPR/Cas9 and CRISPR/Cas12a, coupled individually to each of the DNA donor strands, to carry out gene editing on the *lacZ* gene.

The possible outcomes from each repair pathway for both CRISPR/Cas9 and CRISPR/Cas12a gene editing reactions are illustrated in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C. Cas9 generates blunt-end DNA cleavage products, whereas Cas12a produces staggered ends with 5 base, 5′ overhangs. Both types of cleavage products become susceptible to the DNA resection through NHEJ, microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ), and/or to modification by some form of HDR, such as single-stranded template repair (SSTR) and excision and corrective therapy (ExACT).[@bib19]^,^[@bib20] We recognize that there may be several recombination/repair pathways under the general heading of HDR; therefore, we scored the exact and inheritable placement of the complement of the *Not*I sequence into the target site as HDR. It is likely that HDR and NHEJ reactions occur within a single reaction mixture and that DNA changes can be catalyzed by some form of error-prone HDR or NHEJ. These types of product molecules would fall under the category of indels.

The results of *in vitro* gene editing reactions promoted by Cas9 or Cas12a, 1364-NS and 1364-S donor DNA, and wild-type gRNA (no mutations/base changes) are displayed in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Below each sequencing alignment are several trace files of data obtained in these experiments illustrating that indel formation is generated by CRISPR/Cas gene editing and not by failed DNA sequencing reactions. Overall, Cas12a enables a high percentage of precise HDR activity, whereas only indels were found when Cas9 generated site-specific cleavage with the 1364-NS donor DNA template ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). All Cas9-catalyzed product molecules exhibit various levels of deletions, two and five bases primarily. For each independent reaction, approximately 20 to 26 blue colonies were also sequenced to serve as internal controls; all blue colonies harbored a plasmid molecule with the unedited wild-type sequence. When the 1364-S strand was used as the donor DNA template, Cas12a-catalyzed reactions once again produced a combination of molecules comprising precise HDR and molecules bearing indels ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). CRISPR/Cas9 1364-S-catalyzed reactions produced two types of outcomes: first, a low level of HDR, and second, a high level of indel formation, mimicking the results attained in the experiments carried out in the Cas9/1364-NS reactions above. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} provides a summary of the gene editing activity of CRISPR/Cas9 and CRISPR/Cas12a with the two donor DNA templates. Taken together, these two sets of reactions serve as the base level of HDR activity when the gRNA and the target site are completely complementary. It should be noted that we routinely find a low number of white colonies with the combination of CRISPR/Cas12a with the S-strand ODN. The results indicate the versatility of the *in vitro* system that enables visualization of a wide range of gene editing products.Figure 2CRISPR/Cas12a and Cas9 Homology-Directed RepairThe Cas12a (left) and Cas9 (right) 1364 wild-type gRNA sequences are shown. The homology-directed repair (A) nonsense and (B) sense single-stranded oligonucleotides with homology arms are shown to their complementary region in the *lacZ* gene. The target sequence in the *lacZ* gene is shown in purple, and the 5-base pair, 5′ overhang created by the Cas12a ribonucleoprotein (RNP) is shown in orange with a staggered red arrow. The target sequence is shown in blue, and the blunt-ended double-stranded DNA break is indicated by a solid red line for Cas9. The solid and dotted purple boxes outline the regions where the 8-base pair *Not*I site will be incorporated if homology-directed repair occurs. Five trace files are shown below each sequencing alignment; highlighted blue sections show either precise homology-directed repair or insertions/deletions, and red arrows indicate where deletions occurred.Table 1CRISPR/Cas12a and Cas9 Base-Level Homology-Directed Repair Activity Using Both Donor DNA Templates**Cas12a 1364 HDR-NS: 1364 WT crRNACas9 1364 HDR-NS: 1364 WT crRNA**ColonyTotalHDRIndelWTColonyTotalHDRIndelWTWhite201640white200200Blue260026blue250025**Cas12a 1364 HDR-S: 1364 WT crRNACas9 1364 HDR-S: 1364 WT crRNA**ColonyTotalHDRIndelWTColonyTotalHDRIndelWTWhite11380White202180Blue200020Blue220022[^1]

Sequence Heterology and CRISPR-Directed DNA Cleavage {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------------------

To address the tolerance of mismatched bases or heterology in HDR reactions, we created a series of gRNAs bearing 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 mismatches out of 20 or 21 bases, for Cas9 or Cas12a, respectively, in the center (center mutations). In the top panels of [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A (top panels), we describe the type of nucleotide base change, either purine to pyrimidine or vice versa, to generate the mismatch to the target site. The bottom panels of [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A display the center mutation profile of both the CRISPR/Cas12a and CRISPR/Cas9 gRNA sequence in relation to the PAM site, which will help form the RNP complexes.Figure 3CRISPR/Cas12a and Cas9 Center Mutation Design and Cleavage Activity(A) (Top) Base changes from purine to pyrimidine (and vice versa) for Cas12a and Cas9 center mutations are shown. (Bottom) The designs of the Cas12a/Cas9 1364 gRNA center mutations, along with the wild-type 1364 gRNA sequence. (B) The 1364 gRNA sequences with the intended center mutations one through five (C1--C5) for both Cas12a and Cas9 nucleases in the 5′-to-3′ direction are shown. An agarose gel is shown, demonstrating the cleavage activity of the center mutation gRNA ribonucleoproteins with a 1-kb ladder.

We tested the impact of center mutations in the gRNA on the DNA cleavage reaction, promoted by either Cas12a or Cas9, and show the products of the cleavage reactions in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B (right panel). With CRISPR/Cas12a, complete linearization is observed in the perfectly matched gRNA sequence, as well as the sequence bearing one mismatch to the target site. In the reaction mixture containing 2 base mismatches, most of the resulting DNA appears to be linearized, but a small amount, illustrated by a thin band, is observed at the nicked position. The nicked DNA band becomes more prominent as the sequence heterology increases by 3 or 4 bases, respectively, in Cas12a-promoted reactions. A 5-base mismatch does not facilitate nicked or linearized DNA and remains intact plasmid DNA. Reactions catalyzed by CRISPR/Cas9 generate linear DNA, starting with a wild-type gRNA (no mutations), and continue throughout the reaction, including gRNA/target DNA combinations with 4 mismatched base pairs; a slight increase in nicked DNA is also seen as the number of mismatched bases increases. Like Cas12a, 5 mismatches between the gRNA and the target plasmid resulted in very little detectable cleavage activity. Taken together, our data suggest that CRISPR/Cas9 RNPs are more tolerant to gRNA heterology in the generation of linearized DNA than the Cas12a RNP.

gRNA Variance and the HDR Reaction {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------

We carried out the same reaction described in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, except in this case, there were 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 base mismatches between the gRNA and the target site in the plasmid DNA. [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} (left) displays the outcome of functional HDR activity promoted by CRISPR/Cas12a with the 1364-S ODN. For each reaction, we sequenced between 20 and 21 blue colonies and between 11 and 20 white colonies. It should be noted that with 4 or 5 mismatches, there were very few, if any, white colonies observed; thus, analyses of HDR or indel activity were difficult to assess. The presence of one or two mismatches reduces the number of precise HDR events dramatically compared to no mismatches and across all center mutations; the dominant products were found to be indels (sequencing alignment data in [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Overall, low levels of HDR events are observed with 5 of the 6 reaction mixtures where the donor template 1364-S was used. [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} (right) displays the results of an identical reaction mixture, where Cas9 served as the programmable nuclease in each case; [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B shows the sequencing alignments for each reaction. The level of precise HDR activity surprisingly increases as a function of heterology when Cas9 serves as the nuclease; overall indel formation decreases as the number of mismatches increases from 0 to 3. Even with 4 mismatched bases, three of the ten modified DNA molecules contain precise HDR events. [Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A and 4B show the genotypic profiles and the position of the indels for the population of product molecules generated by the 2- and 4-base mismatches between the gRNA and the target site. DNA heterology appears to impact the reactions catalyzed by Cas12a and the S strand at a greater degree than the comparable reaction of Cas9 and the S strand. On rare occasions, a wild-type sequence can be generated; even though the colony appears to be white, it is most likely due to a loss of the indicator dye.Table 2CRISPR/Cas12a and Cas9 Homology-Directed Repair Sense Strand Center MutationsCas12a 1364 HDR-S: Center MutationsCas9 1364 HDR-S: Center MutationsMutationColonyTotalHDRIndelWTMutationColonyTotalHDRIndelWTC0White11380C0White202180C0Blue200020C0Blue220022C1White9180C1White200200C1Blue200020C1Blue220022C2White8161C2[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}White202180C2Blue210021C2Blue210021C3White6060C3White10280C3Blue210021C3Blue220022C4White0000C4[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}White10370C4Blue210021C4Blue220022C5White0000C5White0000C5Blue200020C5Blue220022[^2][^3]Figure 4CRISPR/Cas9 1364 Homology-Directed Repair Sense Strand Center Mutations C2, C4The gRNA sequence is shown with mutated bases in red. The sense single-stranded oligonucleotide is shown to its complementary target site within the *lacZ* gene. (A) The C2 mutation showed that precise homology-directed repair occurred in two of the white colonies, whereas the remaining eighteen colonies present molecules with indels. (B) The C4 mutation showed precise homology-directed repair in three of the white colonies and the remaining seven white colonies harboring indels. The total number of blue and white colonies sequenced and which of those harbored precise homology-directed repair, indels, or wild-type molecules are shown.

Previous data have pointed to the importance of strand bias in the gene editing reaction,[@bib17] and many studies have demonstrated that the polarity of the ssDNA can affect the frequency of gene repair.[@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25] Based on these data, we carried out similar experiments where we substituted the donor DNA template for the opposite polarity. The experiments shown in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} contained reaction mixtures with CRISPR/Cas12a and CRISPR/Cas9 coupled individually with the 1364-NS donor template (sequencing alignment data in [Figures S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C and S2D). HDR appears to occur sporadically when there are two or four mismatches between the gRNA and the target DNA. The genetic profile in each of the gene editing reactions is quite different when Cas12a provides the nuclease function and coupled with the NS strand. High levels of precise HDR occur even when one, two, or three mismatches between the gRNA and the target site exist. [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A demonstrates the high level of HDR when three mismatches are present using a CRISPR/Cas12a RNP in conjunction with the NS donor DNA template. In contrast, HDR takes place at lower levels when the combination CRISPR/Cas9 and the NS donor DNA template catalyze the reaction; [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B displays these lower levels of HDR when two mismatches are present. These data suggest that Cas12a, with the 1364-NS single-stranded donor DNA template, produces a high percentage of precise HDR activity, even in the presence of multiple mismatches between the gRNA and the target site. Taken together, our data indicate that the CRISPR/Cas12a complex is more efficient in the catalysis of HDR when compared to the CRISPR/Cas9 complex under identical conditions using the NS donor DNA template. Therefore, we carried out Fisher's exact test to compare both CRISPR/Cas complexes when they align in perfect register with the target site and contain the NS donor DNA template and when the gRNAs contain 1, 2, or 3 mismatches. As seen in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, there is a statistically significant difference between the two CRISPR/Cas complexes under each of these reaction conditions, as reflected by the *P*-values. However, when a similar comparison was carried out, evaluating only CRISPR/Cas12a complexes bearing 0, 1, 2, or 3 mismatched base pairs, no statistically significant differences were found; each of these conditions contained a *P-*value greater than 0.01. This demonstrates that efficient HDR takes place whether the gRNA and target site are perfectly aligned or contain up to 3 mismatched base pairs reflecting a surprisingly high level of tolerance for sequence heterology in Cas12a-driven reactions.Table 3CRISPR/Cas12a and Cas9 Homology-Directed Repair Nonsense Strand Center MutationsCas12a 1364 HDR-NS: Center MutationsCas9 1364 HDR-NS: Center MutationsMutationColonyTotalHDRIndelWTMutationColonyTotalHDRIndelWTC0White201640C0White200200C0Blue260026C0Blue250025C1White191450C1White171160C1Blue210021C1Blue250025C2White201460C2[a](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}White173140C2Blue210021C2Blue250025C3[a](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}White181161C3White200191C3Blue260026C3Blue250025C4White2101C4White3120C4Blue210021C4Blue250025C5White0000C5White3021C5Blue200020C5Blue250025[^4][^5]Figure 5CRISPR/Cas12a C3 Mutation and Cas9 C2 Mutation Homology-Directed Repair Nonsense StrandThe gRNA sequence is shown with mutated bases in red. The tables below the center mutations demonstrate the total number of blue and white colonies sequenced and which of those sequences harbored precise homology-directed repair, indels, or wild-type molecules. (A) The Cas12a C3 mutation showed that precise homology-directed repair occurred in eleven of the white colonies sequenced, and the remaining show indel formation. (B) The Cas9 C2 mutation showed precise homology-directed repair occurring in three white colonies, whereas the remaining colonies show indel formation.Table 4Statistical Analysis of CRISPR/Cas9 and CRISPR/Cas12a**Cas12a HDR-NS No Center Mutation Versus Cas9 HDR-NS No Center Mutation**HDRIndelTotalCas12a HDR-NS16420Cas9 HDR-NS02020Total162440∗p = 0.0001**Cas12a HDR-NS 1 Center Mutation Versus Cas9 HDR-NS 1 Center Mutation**HDRIndelTotalCas12a HDR-NS 1 mutation14519Cas9 HDR-NS 1 mutation11617Total152136∗p = 0**Cas12a HDR-NS No Center Mutation Versus Cas12a HDR-NS 1 Center Mutation**HDRIndelTotalCas12a HDR-NS16420Cas12a HDR-NS 1 mutation14519Total30939p = 0.7164**Cas12a HDR-NS 2 Center Mutations Versus Cas9 HDR-NS 2 Center Mutations**HDRIndelTotalCas12a HDR-NS 2 mutations14620Cas9 HDR-NS 2 mutations31417Total172037∗p = 0.0026**Cas12a HDR-NS No Center Mutation Versus Cas12a HDR-NS 2 Center Mutations**HDRIndelTotalCas12a HDR-NS16420Cas12a HDR-NS 2 mutations14620Total301040p = 0.7164**Cas12a HDR-NS 3 Center Mutations Versus Cas9 HDR-NS 3 Center Mutations**HDRIndelTotalCas12a HDR-NS 3 mutations11617Cas9 HDR-NS 3 mutations01919Total112536∗p = 0**Cas12a HDR-NS No Center Mutation Versus Cas12a HDR-NS 3 Center Mutations**HDRIndelTotalCas12a HDR-NS16420Cas12a HDR-NS 3 mutations11617Total271037p = 0.4597[^6]

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

CRISPR-directed gene editing is highly dependent on the alignment of the CRISPR complex and the target DNA sequence in homologous register. Previous reports have indicated that some degree of mismatched base pairing between the gRNA and the DNA destined for cleavage can be tolerated; in fact, it does not prohibit efficient double-strand DNA breakage.[@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10]^,^[@bib15]^,^[@bib26]^,^[@bib27] These important studies provide insight on the potential for nonspecific CRISPR/Cas activity and off-site mutagenesis. Here, we examine the tolerance of mismatched DNA bases, which not only enable DNA cleavage but also enable HDR with an exogenously added donor DNA template. Our mechanistic analysis of error-prone gene editing activity demonstrates how the unintended genetic outcomes are numerous, even when the gRNA and the target DNA do not align in perfect homologous register. Our system allows for visualization of the genetic diversity for all product molecules from these complex reactions, possibly reflecting the genetic effects of gene editing in a diverse human population. Whereas DNA cleavage alone can activate nonspecific repair systems, such as NHEJ, thereby creating resected or mutagenized DNA, our studies take it one step further to reveal how gRNA sequence variance does not inhibit precise or error-prone HDR.

The cell-free extract *in vitro* system enables a reductionist approach to the elucidation of the regulatory circuitry that controls the CRISPR-directed gene editing. As shown previously, NHEJ and MMEJ most likely promote indel formation and short fragment insertion, respectively.[@bib17] Here, we emphasize that HDR and NHEJ take place in the same reaction mixture. Generally, we find that Cas12a catalyzes a higher degree of precise HDR, specifically when it is combined with a nonsense donor DNA strand. However, reactions with the Cas12a RNP and sense strand ODN exhibited reduced levels of HDR, whereas the majority of the population shows high levels of error-prone HDR products. This combination demonstrates an overall lower number of white colonies compared to other combinations of the genetic tools used in the present study. This curious observation may indicate that the S strand is serving to preserve the break site in such a way that it might enable the religation without resection or insertion. The low levels of white colonies generated in reactions driven by CRISPR/Cas9 complexes reflect the low levels of HDR gene editing activity. These outcomes hamper our ability to obtain statistically significant data, suggesting that the trend displayed by the Cas9/S strand combination is not an effective catalyst of precise HDR. Reactions in which Cas9 provides the nuclease activity do not support high levels of precise HDR, but most product molecules resulted in indels. This may be due to the structure of the termini created by the action of the nuclease, in the case of Cas9, a blunt end, which is less amenable to ssDNA annealing and strand invasion.[@bib28]

We demonstrate that both CRISPR/Cas12a and CRISPR/Cas9 complexes are capable of cleaving target DNA, even when there are up to four mismatches present between the target and gRNA. As the number of mismatches increases from one to four, an increasing amount of nicked DNA and a decreasing level of fully linearized DNA are observed. Reactions containing Cas12a and the S strand are highly sensitive to the degree of mismatches in the gRNA, as one or two mismatches reduce the occurrence of precise HDR events dramatically; in these cases, the dominant product of the reaction is again indels, likely arising from the simultaneously active NHEJ process. The combination of Cas12a and the NS donor strand achieved high levels of HDR, even in the presence of several mismatches. CRISPR/Cas9, combined with the S strand, did exhibit HDR activity, even with 4 mismatched bases (see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, C4). One could argue that in some cases, Cas9 could have remained bound to the cleaved ends of the target duplex, thus accounting for the reduced activity levels shown. However, these experiments were repeated with multiple rounds of deproteinization, and the results remained the same. As described above, the total number of white colonies is low, and the results are not robust. Nonetheless, they support the notion that CRISPR/Cas-directed HDR can take place even when the gRNA is misaligned with the target site, a level of genetic infidelity that could elevate the propensity for inappropriate DNA insertion at unintended locations in the chromosome.

Our initial intent in developing the *in vitro* system was to examine details of the CRISPR/Cas gene editing reaction by taking a decidedly reductionist approach. We have found that the *in vitro* system accurately reflects reaction parameters described in cell-based systems, including (perhaps most importantly) a donor strand bias, in which the polarity of the donor strand enables higher levels of accurate gene editing.[@bib25]^,^[@bib29] We also found that NHEJ and HDR are active and competitive in the *in vitro* system, again reflecting the situation in cell-based models. Here in the present study, NHEJ and HDR (and perhaps MMEJ) pathways are active, and they likely compete for the target molecule. Furthermore, we demonstrated that double-strand breaks created by a programmable nuclease, CRISPR/Cas, are more effective in promoting successful gene editing as compared to single-agent approaches.[@bib29] In this study, we demonstrate that Cas12a is more effective in promoting accurate HDR than its counterpart Cas9.[@bib30] We are currently in the process of establishing a cell-based system that reflects the target sites and reaction conditions that we have established for the *in vitro* gene editing reactions. We will conduct an extensive side-by-side comparison for each of the phenomenon reported in previous work and in this paper to define specific connections between *in vitro* and cell-based assays. We recognize that developing correlations surrounding the topic of off-site mutagenesis between the *in vitro* system and the cell-based system will be limited, since the target size in the *in vitro* system is quite small.

Our results also reinforce the conclusions drawn by Boel et al.[@bib6] in their elegant studies with CRISPR/Cas9-mediated HDR in zebrafish. These authors suggest that gene editing tools can produce complex mutational patterns, and the variability of these outcomes could occur by partial integration of repair template fragments.[@bib6] Our mechanistic data confirm their observations, and we believe that single-stranded donor DNA may promote DNA synthesis-dependent strand annealing in such a way that unusual synthetic errors are introduced into the target DNA.[@bib19] In our case, however, we see that these outcomes are heavily influenced by the polarity of the donor DNA strand. Whereas such strand bias has been reported extensively both *in vitro*[@bib17] and *in vivo*,[@bib30] the *in vitro* system does not fully recapitulate the obvious steric hindrance produced by the nucleosome and other chromatin-associated proteins. Thus, the influence of donor DNA strand bias could be amplified in the *in vitro* cell-free extract system. Whereas HDR editing or error-prone HDR has been previously reported,[@bib19]^,^[@bib29]^,^[@bib31]^,^[@bib32] we extend those studies by providing some quantification to its randomness. More importantly, we find that gRNA heterology supports both precise and error-prone HDR when mismatched bases are present during initial complexation and alignment.

Based on previous information regarding the overall genetic variation of human genomes, it is likely that genetic variation can impact CRISPR/Cas activity as it relates to on- and off-target site specificity. Genetic variance at the on-target site, potentially inherent in the diversity of the targeted human population, could also greatly influence reaction efficiency. This could be significant at therapeutically implicated loci and loci with some sequence similarity.[@bib11] Our data suggest that specific insertions in unwanted regions of the chromosome can take place even when a significant level of DNA heterology between the gRNA and the target exists. We are beginning to test these observations in a cell-based system that can recapitulate the sequence variability utilized in the *in vitro* studies. These functional outcomes of intended and collateral activities within the genome should raise caution regarding CRISPR-directed gene editing.

Materials and Methods {#sec4}
=====================

Cell-free Extract Preparation {#sec4.1}
-----------------------------

HEK cell-free extract was prepared following the technique outlined by Cole-Strauss et al.[@bib33] The HEK cell line (American Type Cell Culture, Manassas, VA) was cultured, harvested at 4.5 × 10^6^ cells, and washed with cold hypotonic buffer (20 mM of HEPES, 5 mM of KCl, 1.5 mM of MgCl~2~, 1 mM of dithiothreitol \[DTT\], and 250 mM of sucrose). Cells were centrifuged based on their respective standard conditions, resuspended in cold hypotonic buffer without sucrose, and incubated on ice for 15 min before being lysed by 25 strokes of a Dounce homogenizer. Cytoplasmic fraction of enriched cell lysate was incubated on ice for 60 min and centrifuged for 15 min at 12,000 *g* at 4°C. The supernatant was then aliquoted and stored immediately at −80°C. The concentrations of the cell-free extract were determined using the Bradford assay.

*In Vitro* Reaction Conditions {#sec4.2}
------------------------------

The *in vitro* reactions used an RNP complex containing 10 pmol of purified AsCas12a (AsCpf1) with 10 pmol of a target-specific gRNA or an RNP complex with 10 pmol of *Streptococcus pyogenes* Cas9 (SpCas9) nuclease with 10 pmol of target-specific crRNA^+^tracrRNA (gRNA) (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA). The cleavage reaction mixtures contained 500 ng (0.014 μM) of pHSG299 plasmid DNA (Takara Bio, Shiga, Japan) with 10 pmol of RNP mixed with a reaction buffer (100 mM of NaCl, 20 mM of Tris-HCl, 10 mM of MgCl~2~, and 100 μg/mL of bovine serum albumin) and brought to a final volume of 20 μL. All cleavage reactions were incubated for 15 min at 37°C, and the DNA was recovered and purified using Zymo Research Select-A-Size DNA Clean & Concentrator (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA). The *in vitro* recircularization reaction contained DNA isolated and purified from the first cleavage reaction, 185 μg of cell-free extract supplemented with 400 cohesive end units of Quick T4 Ligase (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA), a reaction buffer (20 mM of Tris, 15 mM of MgCl~2~, 0.4 mM of DTT, and 1.0 mM of adenosine triphosphate), and single-stranded donor DNA templates (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) with homology arms on both sides of the target site; 100 pmol of oligonucleotide was added to the recircularization reaction. This secondary reaction was incubated at 37°C for 15 min, and then the DNA was isolated and purified using Zymo Research Select-A-Size DNA Clean & Concentrator (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA).

Transformation, Selection, DNA Isolation, and Analysis {#sec4.3}
------------------------------------------------------

Plasmid DNA recovered from the *in vitro* reactions was transformed into 50 μL of DH5α-competent *E. coli* (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Wilmington, DE) via heat shock transformation. Competent cells were incubated on ice for 30 min after the addition of purified DNA, heat shocked for 20 s at 42°C, placed on ice for 2 min, brought to a final volume of 1 mL in S.O.C. medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Wilmington, DE), and incubated for 1 h at 37°C, with shaking (225 rpm). 150 μL of undiluted competent cells was plated on media containing kanamycin antibiotics and incubated overnight at 37°C. The media are made using 500 mL agar, 500 μL of kanamycin antibiotics, and 2 mL of isopropyl β-[d]{.smallcaps}-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)/X-Gal solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Wilmington, DE). Single kanamycin-resistant colonies were selected based on their phenotypic color change (blue to white), and plasmid DNA was isolated using the ZymoPURE Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA). The purified DNA was then analyzed via Sanger sequencing (GeneWiz, South Plainfield, NJ), and modifications were visualized using SnapGene software.

Statistical Analysis Using Fisher's Exact Test {#sec4.4}
----------------------------------------------

The Fisher's exact test is a statistical analysis that establishes whether two category variables contain nonrandom associations when the total number of samples is low. This statistical test was used in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} comparing several experimental combinations between Cas12a and Cas9.
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[^1]: The total number of blue and white colonies sequenced for base-level *in vitro* reactions using CRISPR/Cas12a and CRISPR/Cas9 and the 1364-NS and 1364-S donor template strands are shown. The sequences harboring products of homology-directed repair, insertion/deletions (error-prone sequences), and/or wild-type (WT) molecules are shown.

[^2]: The total number of blue and white colonies is represented, along with the number of colonies found to have precise homology-directed repair, insertions or deletions (error-prone sequences), or wild-type molecules for Cas12a (left) and Cas9 (right) center mutations using the single-stranded oligonucleotide of the sense polarity.

[^3]: Unique and precise homology-directed repair event.

[^4]: The total number of blue and white colonies is represented, along with the number of colonies found to have precise homology-directed repair, insertions or deletions (error-prone sequences), or wild-type molecules for Cas12a (left) and Cas9 (right) center mutations using the nonsense single-stranded oligonucleotide.

[^5]: Unique and precise homology-directed repair event.

[^6]: Fisher's exact test was used to determine if there was statistical significance between CRISPR/Cas12a and CRISPR/Cas9 homology-directed repair reactions, with and without mutations, using both the S and NS oligonucleotides. Each panel displays the category of each comparison, as well as the number of samples for homology-directed repair, indels, and the total number of samples analyzed. The *P*-values are set to p \< 0.01, and statistically significant data are denoted by an asterisk.
